
ROUGH SHOOTING - LEROUGH SHOOTING - LE
MANSMANS

Fantastic rough shooting in beautiful surrounding just north of the Loire valley, only a few kilometers from

the world famous Le Mans race track. This tour offers traditional rough shooting with a French accent. A

really unique hunting experience!

Hunt suitable for everyone No special fitness requirements Accommodation in a house Shotgun Hunt

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.jagtrejser.dk | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Rough Shooting - Le MansRough Shooting - Le Mans

HIGHLIGHTSOverview

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

ChateauChateau

During the hunt you will stay in the family’s "chateau" which lies
in beautiful parkland.

The main house itself has 8 double rooms, and nearby in a cosy
lodge, which was the former manor house, there are a further 5
double rooms.

All rooms are large and spacious, very tastefully decorated, and
with a private bathroom. The rooms have been recently restored,
and their tasteful furnishings will please even the most fastidious
of guests. 

During your stay breakfast will be served before you go out
hunting, and around midday you will be offered a delicious lunch
with many French delicacies. After the hunt and game parade, tea
and coffee will be served.

In the evening we recommend that you visit one of the wonderful
restaurants that can be found in the vicinity of Le Mans. If you
would like to sample the many good French wines on offer, we
can certainly arrange transport to and from the town. If you wish, it

is possible to arrange for dinner to be served in the chateau, but
the hosts do recommend you take advantage of the
gastronomic delights that are available in the town.

Both wifi and internet are available.

As mentioned the nearest airport is Orly. Norwegian have daily
flights from Copenhagen to Orly. It only takes 1½ - 2 hours to
drive here from Orly. An alternative is that you can fly to Paris
Charles de Gaulle airport then take a train directly from the
airport to Le Mans, where you will be collected by the estate. It
is of course also possible to hire a car here, but you must be
prepared for a drive of around 3 hours.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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PARTNERPARTNER

AlbanAlban

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

Le MansLe Mans

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

The price includes The price does not include

2 days rough shooting with an expected use of 40-60

(package 1) or 60-80 (package 2 and 3) cartridges per

hunter per day

3 (package 1 and 2) or 4 (package 3) days

accommodation with half board (breakfast and lunch)

Transfers to and from Le Mans - on arrival and

departure

French hunting licence

1 day visit Le Mans with guided tour, a visit to the Le

Mans museum. a driving on the circuit (package 3)

Return flights to Paris

Train tickets, car hire of transfers from airport to Le

Mans

Evening meals

Drinks

Gratuities

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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GAMEGAME

Rough Shooting - Le MansRough Shooting - Le Mans

Pigeon, Wood Rabbit, European Wild Pheasant

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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